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Where were we?
• Paucity rehabilitation services
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• Location of our patients challenging
• A lack of consensus around a rehabilitation
prescription not reliably delivered
• Discharge – All about Exit
• Patients had a lack of knowledge
• Patients didn’t feel empowered

Where do we feel we are now?
• Standardisation of the content and sharing
of the information for patients
• Transferability to a range of care settings
• Giving the rehab assessment context and
meaning
• Empowered Patients
• Empowered Teams
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Patient control and the future
‘Patients Know Best’
– Information sharing
– Rehab needs assessment

‘Empowering patients to manage their care,
enabling professionals to share information while
improving efficiencies for payers’
(https://www.patientsknowbest.com/)
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What this means for the MTC and the
Network
• Standardisation of information for all patients
• Provision of a structure for the Coordinator role
• Transferable & updateable information - no matter
where patient is located
• Immediate patient feedback and communication to

drive service improvement

Our patients’ rehab needs
assessments
• Are now part of a larger intervention making
them:
• Meaningful for the patient
• Useful for the clinicians…wherever they are
• Updatable
• Auditable

“In order for the RP to be a
truly patient-centred and
patient-held document in this
context, the individual
patients need to engage with
their own portal- just telling
them to do so won’t achieve
this.”
Dr Reston Smith, Consultant in ICU and Project Clinical Lead

The Future
• Development within the MTC – ICU, MT ward
• Use across the network
– Aids communication
– RP on discharge

Thank you & Questions?

• National standards
– NICE/AfterTrauma national coordination and
development of patient information
– Paper free shared records
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